Admissions Officers Return from Tour

By CATHERINE CONNOR

Admissions Officers Sarah Gates, Thomas Speers, Jean McCarrie, Budget Officer Mary Stevens, and Dean of Admissions Joshua Miner have returned from their annual trip to various metropolitan areas in the U.S. This year the trip primarily focused upon working with alumni and daughters of blue-choker alumni, black, and Hispanic students, Miner said.

Quentin Keynes Will Present Kemper Lecture

By BETSY RHEMMAN

The Annual Kemper Lecture, "Exploring Darwin's Islands," named after Darwin's great-grandfather, will be given by the University of Queensland, Australia. Darwin's great-grandfather, will give an account of his 19th-century

The animations officers visited the Andover Library at 1000th Annual Football game on Saftday. See page 4 and page 5.

Committee Distributes Questionnaire

To Assess Residential Life at PA

By DEVEN MAMONOV

Committee on Residential Life recently distributed a questionnaire to students about their overall reactions to living in the dorms. The questionnaire is designed to help the committee and the administration determine the living conditions at PA.

The Trustees will discuss

Addison, Graves, Budget

By MIT ALANOV

The Trustees of Phillips Academy met this week to discuss the upcoming year, the Addison Gallery, the search committee, and next year's budget.

The Trustees will decide, "I am sure there will be a discussion of the original plan to move in with our school. The Trustees will determine if they think it's the right thing to do and if, what the time schedule will be."

Much of the discussion will concern the student's footing. An announcement about the student's footing in the current academic year will be made in the spring.

The Trustees will also discuss an admissions report proposing that the admissions officers begin to bring in new students for the summer session. The report recommends that admissions officers begin to bring in new students for the summer session.

The Trustees will discuss the budget for next year, the budget for the current year, and the budget for the next year. The Trustees will also discuss the budget for the current year, the budget for the next year, and the budget for the current year.
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Letters:

"Flouting of Affluence?"

To the Editor:

I have attended the School World (PWS) All-Andover School Dance at least four times, and I have never seen the dance be moved forward by more than one hour. Yesterday, the dance started at 9:00 p.m. I, however, have never seen the dance start so late. I am kazee, and I do not sleep well. If you want to see the party start at 10:00 p.m., do not invite me. I will not be there.

Jennifer Ross;

"What is the CRL doing?"

To the Editor:

I was surprised to learn that the CRL is staging a school-wide campaign to promote the sale of drinks. As far as I can recall, the CRL has always been opposed to the sale of food and drinks on campus. I am not sure why the CRL is changing its policy now. Perhaps it is because the CRL is trying to raise money to support its activities. However, I believe that the CRL should focus on its primary goal, which is to provide a safe and healthy environment for students.

Michael Marrus;

Parents' Point of View

To the Editor:

I was very disappointed to read the article in the Student Life Today about the CRL. As a parent, I believe that the CRL should be more careful in its decision-making. The CRL should consider the impact of its actions on the student body and the community at large. I hope that the CRL will take my concerns into account when making future decisions.

John Burns;
Students Debate US Military Policy

By CHERYL SERSEN

On January 23rd, Jimmy Carter proposed to resume draft registration for all males between the ages of 18 and 20. Registration has reawakened the strong emotions many Americans had felt about the draft during the Vietnam War. It has also prompted many people to reconsider their views on the draft, future wars, and the seriousness of the Russian military threat.

The draft most directly affects young people who will soon enter college, and is therefore an important issue for Andover's students. Students base their opinions on these military worries about U.S. defense capabilities, and the seriousness of the situation. Catherine Connor feels that the draft is necessary to 'provide adequate American strength.'

Unlike Connor and Cline, Soullier, advocates registration and the draft, believing that a draft is "the only way to bring the military up to par." She noted that she has two brothers of draft age, and feels directly affected by this issue; she still maintains that the draft is necessary, both for men and women. "I probably would not enlist, but would go serve if it were drafted," she said.

Senior Bruno Malvestuto, who also worries about U.S. defense capabilities, supports registration as an alternative to the draft. He explained that during peacetime only registration is necessary to provide adequate protection for the country. A draft registration would help spread out the process of training men to serve in the armed forces if there were a threat to peace, he noted.

When asked about military spending and maintaining the arms race with the Soviet Union, Cline commented that there is a need for proportion with U.S. spending when studying the increase in Soviet arms. "If we keep up our military resistance, the Soviets would be reluctant to make any advances on the U.S.," he commented. Cline stressed, however, that most importantly, the U.S. should concentrate on peace treaties and new understandings instead of building military capability.

Upper Hadley Soutter also remarked that the draft is "an important issue for Andover's students." She fundamentally opposes any future draft because of the unnecessary violence and cruelty it would involve.

Senior Paul Stevens felt that the draft was "too much action in the present situation." He explained that most Conscription action is necessary, "I am against the draft because I feel that it is a band-aid solution to a substantive problem," he explains. In his opinion, a draft would not enhance national security, because simply reinstating the draft does not make the U.S. prepared militarily.

Malvestuto feels that a draft would be too much action in the present situation. Senior Paul Stevens feels that most conscription action is unnecessary, "I am against the draft because I feel that it is a band-aid solution to a substantive problem," he explains. In his opinion, a draft would not enhance national security, because simply reinstating the draft does not make the U.S. prepared militarily.

"This is a serious problem," and President Carter is working by conveying a false sense of security," he remarked. "Most people don't understand the seriousness of the situation." He advocates increased military spending and assertion of U.S. superiority over Russia. "The only way to maintain peace is to maintain strong military, but we have never been preserved through weakness." For many, the military threat comes not from the Russians or other antagonists, but from our own politicians. Senior Mark Cannings does not see Soviet aggression as a real threat to peace, believing the fear of the Soviet to be propaganda invented during the Cold War.

"If there is no Soviet Union that is the serious opponent, but the U.S. over reliance on the Middle East for energy that is the biggest threat to U.S. stability. If the U.S. could become independent concerning energy, there would be no need to fear the threat of war and there would, consequently, be no need for a draft. The U.S. has become much too imperialistic because of its reliance of foreign oil."

Canning strongly opposes the draft because he is sure it will lead to war. "There has never been a registration without a draft ensuing."

Canning commented, however, "Because I cannot face a fine of $10,000 and five years in prison," which is the penalty for refusing to register. Cannings suggested that one way to solve this problem would be to increase military salaries to attract more people to join in the volunteer armed forces. Senior Jim Alex stated that the draft is part of a fundamental obligation of citizens in this country to help the government maintain security. "As a person in a free society, you have an obligation and a responsibility towards your fellow citizens and towards your country," he said. "U.S. freedom is a worthy cause to fight for."

"There has never been a registration without a draft ensuing."

—Senior Mark Cannings

that if the Soviet Union were to take over any one of the countries that were U.S. allies, there would then be a need for a draft. The students' support for increased military spending echoes the national feeling that has prompted both the Republican and Democrat parties to include increased military budgets in their party platforms.

1. "The draft is now, in the wake of an international military crisis, the responses and opinions of the American public could be expected to be much the same as those of students at Andover."
**Boys’ Cross-Country Outranks Exeter 38-22**

On Friday afternoon of Exeter’s Biannual Celebration, the Boys’ Cross Country team reacted perfectly for the six-time defending champions’ Big Three. The Bears’ intense team effort propelled them to victory over Exeter Academy.

The quest for the Dunbar Cup ended.

The upset victory by the Red eliminated Exeter from the Dunbar Cup race for the third time in a row. Exeter Academy in search of the hallowed Red won the memorable battle.

The two consecutive losses halted PA’s six-game winning streak. PA cheered the introduction of the inner Ki Kim who then shot a liner still maintaining a 7-3 record.

**Boys’ Soccer Loses Twice**

On Friday afternoon of Exeter’s Biannual Celebration, the Boys’ Cross Country team reacted perfectly for the six-time defending champions’ Big Three. The Bears’ intense team effort propelled them to victory over Exeter Academy.

The quest for the Dunbar Cup ended.

The upset victory by the Red eliminated Exeter from the Dunbar Cup race for the third time in a row. Exeter Academy in search of the hallowed Red won the memorable battle.

The two consecutive losses halted PA’s six-game winning streak. PA cheered the introduction of the inner Ki Kim who then shot a liner still maintaining a 7-3 record.

**Football Team Reigns In Red Parade**

Defensive Blows Ill Winds On Exeter Attack: PA Wins 14-6
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The upset victory by the Red eliminated Exeter from the Dunbar Cup race for the third time in a row. Exeter Academy in search of the hallowed Red won the memorable battle.

The two consecutive losses halted PA’s six-game winning streak. PA cheered the introduction of the inner Ki Kim who then shot a liner still maintaining a 7-3 record.

**Boys’ Cross-Country Outranks Exeter 38-22**

On Friday afternoon of Exeter’s Biannual Celebration, the Boys’ Cross Country team reacted perfectly for the six-time defending champions’ Big Three. The Bears’ intense team effort propelled them to victory over Exeter Academy.

The quest for the Dunbar Cup ended.

The upset victory by the Red eliminated Exeter from the Dunbar Cup race for the third time in a row. Exeter Academy in search of the hallowed Red won the memorable battle.

The two consecutive losses halted PA’s six-game winning streak. PA cheered the introduction of the inner Ki Kim who then shot a liner still maintaining a 7-3 record.
Girls’ Soccer Stuns Exeter: Rolls Over Lawrenceville

By RAY MOYLAN

The Girls’ Varsity Soccer team scored two impressive wins over teams from Exeter and Lawrence Academy, with respective scores of 1-0 and 2-1. The team displayed its ability to score goals as well as its propensity, which was lacking in its previous loss.

Against Exeter and Lawrence Academy

The team was extremely charged up for the game at Exeter. The Blue applied pressure early, as Sam Chilvers, the marauding forward, advanced towards the right side of the field, leaving her defenders in the dust, and scored the first point of the day. The Blue went on to score three more goals, with solid defense by their goalkeeper and a steady attack led by Lynda McLaughlin and LeAnn Smoakirk.

Field Hockey Ties BB&N

By GEORGE LAMATRE and ROSE HDJOGHREM

The Andover Varsity Field Hockey team experienced a dramatic win on Saturday, October 25. The Blue’s 2-0 victory over a tough Exeter Academy team for a 2-1 victory. Although the defense was up for the challenge, the offense, which carried the team to its impregnable victory, showed itself as it was seen in action victory over Exeter Academy. Kaye Perry showed her best of their abilities.

Field Hockey finishes unbeaten season by finishing more impressively. Behind goalie, the team headed towards the loss of the game. With a second goal, both Hilary Folly Patterson in the second period, and a shutout, the Blue’s 2-0 loss demonstrated the Blue’s impressive 6 wins and 3 losses.

Sports
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Girls’ Cross Country Destroys Exeter

By GEORGE LAMATRE

The Girls Cross Country Team completed its quest for an undefeated season, beating Lawrence Academy by a score of 22-0. The girls gained entry to the Senior’s dinner for a second straight year. Conditions were absolutely perfect for the race, making it the perfect test of the season.

The team headed towards the loss of the game. The Blue’s defense was superb throughout the entire contest, allowing them to post a 1-0 victory over Exeter. Kaye Perry topped off the game with an insurance goal late in the second period, finishing a thoroughly satisfying match for the Girls’ Varsity Soccer team.

The team is looking ahead to the second half of its season with heightened optimism, as its record stands at an impressive 8 wins and 3 losses.

Field Hockey Ties BB&N

Girls’ Cross Country Destroys Exeter

Field Hockey finishes unbeaten season by finishing more impressively. Behind goalie, the team headed towards the loss of the game. With a second goal, both Hilary Folly Patterson in the second period, and a shutout, the Blue’s 2-0 loss demonstrated the Blue’s impressive 6 wins and 3 losses.
**NEWS BRIEFS**

**Crew Finds Possible Boathouse Site**

By MOLL ALLENBY

Phillips Academy's crew program may have found a solution to its boat house dilemma. In plans to make the school's electrical capacity of each dormitory feasible, refrigerators require a significant amount of electricity, so a quick and cheap dorm's electrical line must be evaluated.

"One small, modern refrigerator costs five dollars a month to run," said Dean of Residents David Driscoll. "Multiply that by between the GLCBP Inc. and PA. When both parties reach an agreement, the dorm's electrical line must be evaluated. Presently an architect is drawing up plans to the kids who have no money. It's a perfect site. A point to the location's in a developed area readily accessible to firefighters and police. It's visible from the street."

Recently, the PA community did not find this prank very humorous. An investigation is currently underway to determine the culprits.

**ANDOVER INN**

On the Campus of Phillips Academy

A pleasant trip into the country
A continental menu
A fine wine list
A sampling of our dishes: pheasant on a fillet of sole
dutch curry
Tel. 475-5903

**Bishop's restaurant**

Funds • Dinners
SANDERS SQUARE
OPEN TIl 1
open
Sunday through Thursday 11:30 am-10 pm
Friday and Saturday 11:30 am-11:30 pm

**ANDOVER INN**

On the Campus of Phillips Academy

A pleasant trip into the country
A continental menu
A delightful atmosphere
A fine wine list
A Ribjastik served every Sunday from 4pm to 9pm
A reservation always suggested

The PA community did not find this prank very humorous. An investigation is currently underway to determine the culprits.

**Rodriguez and Students to Sponsor Contests**

By MICHAEL LANDRICK

Carmel Rodriguez, Instructor in Latin American Studies, along with a small group of students, will be sponsoring a poetry contest as an effort to acquaint the Phillips Academy community with literature from Latin America.

The entries will be entitled "The contest will be an introduction to a way for students and faculty to be exposed to literature from Latin America, an associate of England's Oxford Committee for Famine Relief. In addition, the contest will be open to all students and faculty, regardless of their background, and is intended to promote the reading of Latin American literature through immediate relief in the form of food, medical supplies, medical workers, and two self help programs. Though "an entry, however, may well be a theme of its own," said Reverend Phillip Zaeder. Oxfam is currently involved in the Cambodian crisis.

The entries will be entitled "The contest will be an introduction to a world of Latin American literature, an associate of England's Oxford Committee for Famine Relief. In addition, the contest will be open to all students and faculty, regardless of their background, and is intended to promote the reading of Latin American literature through immediate relief in the form of food, medical supplies, medical workers, and two self help programs. Though "an entry, however, may well be a theme of its own," said Reverend Phillip Zaeder. Oxfam is currently involved in the Cambodian crisis.
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CHEKOV PLAYS LAB

BY JASON BERNHEIM

CALLED ROCKY IS RIGHT SEX

BY SUSANNAH RENIUS

MEMORIES OF ATLANTIC CENTER

ANDOVER TUTORING ASSOC. OF ANDOVER WITH COMPUTER OF CAMPUS OF SALEM, N.H.

ANNOUNCE

A CONCENTRATED COURSE IN COMPUTER PROGRAMMING IN PASCAL

WHERE: ANDOVER INN

DATES: NOV. 2, 9, & 16, 1980

FEE: $325.00

For further details and application blanks call 475-8055, Andover.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY BABY BROTHER

It was an unforgettable birthday for Exeter, and a memorable one for us as well. The energy remained throughout the weekend, and even through the rain. Character from student sensibilities burned brightly of the Andover "A". Standing out blue "Baby Brother" balloons three Seniors show their S.A.A.L.1.C. Mourning in the Real, Red, Black Hymn, Kate Ueda leading the forty children from Massachusetts Technical. Our Cleaner prances a hole in the Exeter defense.

Photographs by
Bill Kummel

---

Andover Clean Craft
42 Park Street Andover
has a Laundry and Dry Cleaning Service tailored to fit your needs.
Free pick up and delivery every Friday.
Professional dry dry Cleaning
Suede & Leather cleaning also available
Call us today 475-9660

Phillips Academy, Wellesley College,
Harvard University, M.I.T.,
What do they all have in common?
Super Service From Steem Ex
- 20% Discount-Faculty/Staff
- 350 Different Carpet Choices
- Cleaning, Repairs, Dyeing
CALL Steem Ex
the Conscientious Carpet Cleaner 470-1018
ask for our references-we're proud of them!!!

Andover Bookstore

---

Super Cut II
For Hair!
93 Main St
Andover

---

CANCER...
it could happen to you
American Cancer Society

---

KAMPUS KUTS
Haircutting and Styling
CHAPLAIN AVE
1st Andover (off)
Telephone 470-1564